25th anniversary

From 1992 to 2017: CiA’s 25th anniversary
Yes, 25 years is a long time in electronic business. Compared to the lifetime
of some equipment used in rail vehicles, maritime electronics, or lift control
systems it is not that long. And CiA still has things to do.
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onsortia with dedicated topics have a limited lifetime.
They are established for dedicated tasks such as
developing specifications or organizing marketing events.
CAN in Automation (CiA) was established 25 years ago
to introduce the Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol
to different markets, and to release additional technical
specifications to achieve compatibility and interoperability
of CAN-based products. In the early days of CAN, the
physical layer was not standardized at all. Some early
birds used modified EIA-485 circuitry and any bit-timing
settings. Of course, the products were not compatible at
all. There was also no connector pin-assignment agreed,
although most of the industrial users preferred the 9-pin
D-sub connector.
This is why CiA members after the official estabgroup at first specified some bit-timing settings (bit-rates
and sample-point ranges) and the pin-assignment for
the above-mentioned connector. The first released document, was the CiA 102 recommendation for industrial
CAN interfaces. Harald Eisele prepared it, in those days
he was working with Philips Semiconductors. The document contained the pin-assignment for 9-pin D-sub connector, which was accepted over the years by nearly all
CAN users worldwide. In the meantime, CiA has recommended more pin-assignments for many different connectors (see CiA 303-1). Of course, for dedicated applications,
other associations have standardized the pin-assignment
for further connectors.
From the beginning, CiA members demonstrated the
compatibility of their products. Already after half a year,
about 20 companies participated in the first CiA joint booth
at the Interkama tradeshow in Duesseldorf (Germany) in
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autumn 1992. By the way, this fair for process automation
has closed its doors forever. In the following years, CiA
organized joint stands at the Hanover Fair with a lot of participating members.

Committed to international standardization
Nonprofit associations are organized differently: There are
consortia with company membership (e.g. VDMA, ZVEI),
while others are made by memberships of individuals (e.g.
SAE, IEEE, VDI). In the beginning, CiA allowed both kinds
of memberships. But when some big enterprises joined
CiA by means of individuals such as students and single
engineers, the membership for individuals was skipped.
And there are the official standardization bodies such
as IEC and ISO and its European counterparts Cenelec
resp. CEN – not to forget the national standardization bodies such as Afnor, Ansi, BSA, and DIN. From the beginning, CiA was committed to cooperate as close as possible with those bodies. Nowadays, CiA staff participates in
or observes nearly any international working group, which
deals with CAN technology.
As mentioned above, CiA members wanted to achieve
compatibility of CAN products. It is obvious that with a not
matching connector you cannot provide any compatibility.
The same is true, if you use different bit-rates. But what is
about the usage of the CAN data link layer? In the early
days of CAN, most of the users kept the content of CAN
message as a secret including the usage of the identifiers.
Nevertheless, CiA members started to discuss the standardization of an application layer. Driven by Tom Suters
from Philips Medical Systems and Prof. Dr. Konrad Etschberger from STZP (a German technology transfer center),
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CiA started to develop the CAN Application Layer (CiA 200
series). The outcome was a very academic approach. The
first implementations required a lot of resources in computing power and memory.
Bosch and another technology transfer center prothe birth of one of the most successful communication
systems: CANopen. It was pre-developed within a European research project. Engineers from Bosch, Moog, STA
Reutlingen, and many other parties (e.g. Baldor, Selectron,
Tetrapak) contributed to the first CANopen specifications.
In 1994, CiA took over the results from the research project.
Nowadays, the CANopen specifications and recommendations comprise more than 20 000 pages.
In the beginning and mid of 90ties also other nonprofit
associations dealt with CAN-based application layers. SAE
invented the J1939 application profile and ODVA specified
Devicenet. In addition, some industries accepted proprietary application layers as de-facto standards: CCP (CAN
Calibration Protocol) and SDS (Smart Distribution
System) by Honeywell. CiA was not directly involved in
these activities.

Focus on CANopen profiles
In the following years CiA members developed many
CANopen profiles. Starting with the profile for I/Os (CiA 401)
and electrical drives (CiA 402) the number of CANopen
device profiles has been increased continuously and still

is. End of last year, CiA members started to standardize a
profile for IO-Link sub-networks. The only international
standardized profile is CiA 402 (IEC 61800-7-201/301).
Besides the device profile approach, CiA members
developed CANopen application profiles. These are system
design approaches such as J1939. The very first one was the
CiA 407 profile for passenger information systems, in the
meantime published as EN TR 13149 series. Other application profiles include CiA 417 for lift control, CiA 422 for
refuse collecting vehicles (also published as EN TR 16815),
CiA 443 for subsea trees (also partly published in ISO
13628 series) just to name a few. The CiA 447 application
profile for special-purpose cars has failed to be accepted
as ISO new work item. Nevertheless, it has been accepted
by several police administrations as de-facto standard. CiA
will even provide a conformance test service for CiA 447
products.
Device and application profiles standardize the process
data, configuration parameters, and diagnostics information.
Standardized profiles improve the interoperability of
devices. This is what system designers need – in particular
for small and medium volume applications. Of course, in the
breast of suppliers there may dwell a second soul: Making
the customers depending on their products.
Of course, most of the CiA members are just interested
to get access to the specifications. Some of them also like
to observe the standardization process. If necessary, they
even send some comments. The number of members active
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the years. To maintain documents is not so fancy than to
develop them from the scratch. The days of the pioneers
are gone.
No, this is not 100 % true: When we started to develop
working groups developing additional recommendations
and guidelines for the proper usage of CAN FD (CiA 601
series). This work is not yet finished and now needs also
expertise from the different industries. CANopen and
J1939 on CAN FD (CiA 602 series) are just two examples,
in which additional specifications need to be developed.
CiA staff also supports other CAN FD adaptations (e.g. by
Arinc for usage in aircrafts).

There is more than just standardizing
To standardize physical layers and application layers as
well as profiles is just one side of the coin. The other side
is the marketing of technology. From the beginning, CiA
office organized seminars, workshops, and conferences
to educate and promote CAN technology. Very important
is the international CAN Conference (iCC). The first took
place already in 1994. Of course, the presented papers are
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important and these events are sometimes used to introduce new protocols such as CAN FD, but more important
are the discussions during the breaks and in the evening's
events. The iCC is the social networking event for the
CAN community. In addition, the papers published in the
proceedings are a source of prior art publications avoiding
that somebody can patent something what is already
common knowledge.
Another important tool to distribute information are
lished since June 1992. Of course, it has changed from
a hand-copied newsletter to a professional magazine. A
couple of years ago, it was divided into an online magazine (CAN Newsletter Online) with product-oriented news
and reports as well as a PDF-formatted magazine with
technical articles, application stories, and background
information.

The future of CiA
Even after 25 years since its establishment, the CiA
organization has a lot on its to-do list. Besides some
additional CAN FD general recommendations and
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guidelines, dedicated CANopen FD specifications need to
be developed. Further information events such as “CAN
2020” are necessary to spread the CAN FD/CANopen FD
knowledge into each remote corner of the CAN community. Therefore, CiA will schedule several CAN 2020 webinars in 2017.
Most important is that new faces will support CiA
activities. There were a huge number of contributors in the
past. Some of the most active ones are retired or going
to be retired, and some of them passed already away,
many of them too early. Fortunately, in the last years,
new active members appeared. Just to name a few in
alphabetic order: Dr. Tobias Islinger (Denso Automotive
Deutschland), Magnus-Maria Hell (Infineon), Dr. Arthur
Mutter (Bosch), and some more. Others, already active in
CiA since many years, have increased their contributions:
Uwe Koppe (Microcontrol), Dr. Martin Merkel (HMS), Olaf
Pfeiffer (ESAcademy), and several others.
An association such as CiA is just as strong as
the members contribute. CiA staff and the CiA Board of
Directors are just managing what the members provide. It
are the members and their representatives, who make the
success. CiA with its about 600 member companies has
limited resources to develop the markets and technology.
Nevertheless, if they join their limited forces, they cannot
just face the future challenges, but they can overcome
them.
One of the challenges in industrial automation is the
development of joint, bus-independent profiles. CiA is prepared and willing to submit its profiles not just for industrial
automation, but also for other industries. Interoperability
is one of the key issues to achieve consistency between
devices from one end to the other end independent of used
communication technologies. It is not sufficient to standardize containers. This is true for Autosar as well as for
Industry 4.0.
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